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Abstract. Recent advances in AI are driving an unprecedented and
fast-paced development of myriads of powerful agent tools and ap-
plications, mostly based on generative AI technologies such as Large
Language/Multi-modal/Agent Models. However, despite many propos-
als in that direction, the lack of a sound set of engineering abstractions
hinders the possibility of methodically engineering agent-based appli-
cations fully harnessing such technologies, also due to the gap between
cognitive agent-based concepts and LLMs' usage patterns. We argue that
such a set of abstractions should constitute the narrow neck of an in-
dispensable �cognitive hourglass�: a level of abstraction that is meant to
be used by humans to understand/design/control agents and MAS, re-
gardless of the speci�c AI technologies adopted at the implementation
level and of the speci�c application context. Here, we elaborate on the
idea of the cognitive hourglass, motivate its need, sketch its envisioned
structure, and identify the research challenges for its realisation.

1 Introduction

The hourglass model [2] has been adopted in computer science and engineering
as a conceptual metaphor for describing complex systems, like network proto-
cols [1], and as a blueprint to drive their design [42,30]. It provides e�ective
constraints in the design of open systems, enabling the development of an open
set of applications on top of an open set of supporting technologies and services.
Its key element is a narrow layer as the neck of the hourglass, including a se-
lected set of functional abstractions separating and mediating between the upper
(application) layers and the bottom (technology, implementation) ones.

As an example, consider the so-called IP Hourglass (Fig. 1, left), which is a
model of modern IP-based networked systems. Several network technologies and
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protocols (bottom layers) exist that are exploited by many high-level applica-
tion protocols and systems (upper layers). The Internet Protocol acts as a glue
between the upper and the lower layers by making available a simple uniform
communication protocol, independent of the actual network technology, that can
be used to build any distributed applications.

The hourglass model is useful for understanding, discussing, and governing
the recent fast-paced advances in AI that are dramatically increasing the spec-
trum of technologies that can be exploited to build autonomous agents and
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) and applications�in addition to the many sys-
tems and languages already known [51,5]. Large neural models and generative
AI technologies such as Large-Language Models (LLMs) [10], Large-Multimodal
Models (LMMs) [46], and Foundation Models [54] are witnessing a huge momen-
tum [14] and started to be adopted to build di�erent kinds of �agents� [53,45]:
from generalist agents such as Gato [35] to generative agents based on LLMs,
such as AutoGPT [29]�called Large Agent Models (LAMs).

Such agents show remarkable capabilities in terms of information manage-
ment and reasoning. However, how to methodically exploit such capabilities
during the process of designing and building MAS is yet unclear. On the one
hand, LLM-based agents rely on properly �prompting� (i.e., triggering) agent
behaviours, an activity which is currently far from being methodical and repro-
ducible [49,24]. On the other hand, the current way of building and exploiting
LLMs and LAMs is leading to a sort of �eliminativism�: deeming higher-level
abstractions unnecessary once lower-level ones have been fully understood. In

Fig. 1. (Left) The IP Hourglass: the narrow neck gives the minimum set of abstractions
and mechanisms to build upper layer services on top of the lower layer ones. (Right)The
Cognitive Hourglass: the narrow neck enables to uniformly exploit the lower layers to
build and understand the upper layer systems and applications, and the upper layer,
in turn, to model them while governing the lower level models and technologies.
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particular, cognitive concepts [31,21,12,11] that are pillars for the understand-
ing and engineering of agent systems [6], seem to be increasingly ignored.

In contrast, in this article, we argue that such concepts constitute the in-
dispensable neck of the cognitive hourglass (Figure 1, right), that is, the fun-
damental human-compatible [38] level of abstraction necessary for humans to
understand/design/govern agents and MAS at the application level � the top of
our hourglass � regardless of the speci�c AI technologies adopted at the imple-
mentation level�the bottom of our hourglass.

2 Cognition and Eliminativism

Some literature about generative AI, including LLMs, LMMs, and LAMs, seem
to foster the idea that every conceivable �intelligent� application, and software
agents themselves, can be directly built on top of their usage patterns and work-
ing mechanisms � such as prompt engineering, instruction-tuning, and generally
speaking in-context learning [16,36,26] �, without the need for any scienti�c
and engineering abstraction in between. This perspective nurtures a dangerous
trend: eliminativism [27], as the attitude of deeming higher-level abstractions
unnecessary once lower-level ones have been modelled and understood. This is
a degenerate derivation of reductionism, that seeks to explain higher-level phe-
nomena in terms of lower-level ones, but without neglecting the utility of those
at the higher level�as they enable the expression of novel properties and inter-
pretations of the lower ones.

In chemistry, for instance, bonding laws must �nd an �implementation� in
terms of the underlying mechanisms of physics (reductionism), but no chemist
would then throw away such laws to only think in terms of physics (elimina-
tivism)! Also in computer science, nobody in its right mind would throw away
high-level programming abstractions (such as objects, functions, procedures,
data structures) just because they are �explained� by (or, can be reduced to)
assembly instructions! However, a recent stream of publications about LLM-
based agents [45,53] seems inclined to disregard agent-oriented abstractions �
such as Allen Newell's Knowledge Level [31], Jennings in [21], as well as Den-
nett's intentional stance [12] and Castelfranchi's work [33] �, since it can be
anyway obtained a set of agent-like capabilities without them being part of the
engineering process [35,25,47].

Besides the fact that this claim is still under debate and evaluation [43,4,18],
eliminativism is undesirable because the cognitive abstractions developed in the
agent community, and more generally within the AI research landscape, have
the unquestionable merit of serving us well in building (engineering purpose)
and understanding (scienti�c purpose) systems while using the most suitable
abstractions�for our own reasoning processes, as human beings.

Ignoring such abstractions creates a gap between the ones who build and use
these systems and their modes of operation: the former typically reason in terms
of goals, plans, actions and their consequences, beliefs, knowledge, cause-e�ect
relations [32], etc., whereas the latter require manipulation of prompts, linguistic
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patterns, examples, and blueprints of desired behaviours. From the engineering
viewpoint, a consequence is a limited capability of building systems by compo-
sition of simpler parts, a foundational basis of any engineering discipline. From
the scienti�c standpoint, the lack of a layered set of abstractions hinders under-
standing of a given system in its multiple nuances in terms of properties and
behaviours (e.g. focusing on chemical or physical properties of a given material).

The latter ability, in particular, is essential not only under the lens of eX-
plainable AI [19], safety, and alignment in AI (in one word, �Human-centred
AI� [39,38]), but also when considering transferability of concepts across do-
mains, and when shifting attention from an individual agent to a MAS. There,
for instance, ascribing to others their own mental states is fundamental to pro-
mote collaboration and requires mind-reading [9] others (i.e. prediction of the
mental states of other agents) with the proper abstractions.

In the following section, we propose the adoption of a cognitive hourglass

to align generative technologies and agent-oriented abstractions and stay away
from the described eliminativism.

3 The Cognitive Hourglass

To synergistically exploit LLMs and LAMs, and the (necessary) knowledge-based
and symbolic (i.e., cognitive) computational tools, it is needed to identify the
�neck� of an agent-oriented hourglass. Such neck should enable to uniformly
exploit any available enabling technology (bottom layers of the hourglass) to
provide services for building, controlling, and understanding, autonomous agents
and MAS (upper layers of the hourglass)�Fig. 1, right.

For such concepts to be e�ectively usable both at the human and at the
software level, they should abstract away implementation and technical details.
In addition, they should be expressive enough to allow for specifying any kind
of structure and behaviour of systems modelled in terms of MAS, being them
designed systems/applications, implemented agents systems, or even simulated
agents systems. In other words, the neck of the hourglass should be a cognitive

abstraction gate, with cognitive concepts being the �sand� �owing up and down
the hourglass. As such, the neck enables a bi-directional �ow of symbolic knowl-
edge and concepts between the upper and the lower levels of the hourglass. The
�services� of the enabling technologies below the neck can be e�ectively acti-
vated and exploited from above the neck to build and understand systems. The
stakeholders, systems, and applications above the neck can be used to govern the
lower levels at the most appropriate level of abstraction. Let us now elaborate
on our envisioned layered structure of the cognitive hourglass.

The lowest level is where to accommodate any of the available technologies
and implementations of agents and MAS. For instance: LLM-based agents [53],
LAMs [35], agents built with speci�c agent platforms like Jade [3] or Jason [7],
or whatever other type of Special-Purpose Agent Models (SPAMs). Above it, to
be able to exploit all such technologies, one must consider the various types of
�mechanisms� such technologies use to interact with the world. E.g., prompts for
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LLMs, Beliefs Desires and Intentions (BDI) scripts or alike for the case of cogni-
tive agents. At the upper levels, there are human actors � either as simple users
of the below technologies or as engineers in charge of exploiting them to design
and develop agent and multi-agent applications � as well as software agents�i.e.,
agents as components of some multi-agent application and exploiting the below
technologies to augment/outsource their capabilities. The cognitive neck, acting
as a gateway between the lower and the upper levels, should be �exible and ex-
pressive enough to provide access to the lower levels (i.e., to the services provided
by the implemented agent technologies) in a simple yet comprehensive and com-
prehensible way�to e�ectively support the development of agent systems and
their empowerment. In turn, it must also provide for human-compatible [38]
interpretations of the lower level mechanisms and usage patterns.

For instance, being generative technologies based on natural language, hence
dialogues, the cognitive neck could provide abstractions to re-interpret prompt
engineering techniques as argumentation processes [44], made up of commit-
ments, expectations, roles, scopes, and similar concepts, that humans exploit
(either consciously or not) while engaging in dialogues with each other. Or, the-
ory of mind [34] concepts can be used to interact more pro�ciently with LLMs
and other agents by ascribing mental states to them, instead of reasoning in
terms of usage patterns, example prompts, reasoning processes blueprints, and
similar low-level non-cognitive terms.

Such an hourglass does not impose any speci�c architecture for software de-
velopment. For instance, designing a system in which some agents and some
generative models interact to carry out a shared goal while providing feedback
to each other is not ruled out. The vertical depiction of the hourglass is only
meant to convey a sense of layering of abstractions (not architectures), and the
role played by the cognitive neck is at the level of abstractions, not technologies.
In the example architecture just mentioned, the cognitive hourglass is not �vio-
lated� in any way. On the contrary, is can serve to frame generative technologies
within human-compatible [38] abstractions, so as to ease the engineering and
understanding of the interaction space with the other agents.

How the cognitive neck should be made, what interfaces it should expose
(below and above it), and how it could be e�ectively exploited, is impossible to
detail in this paper. This is indeed one of the key research questions this article
intends to raise, not answer (yet). Nevertheless, some key concepts include:

� Wishes (aka desires, goals) expressed from the upper levels to the cognitive
neck. What one wishes is typically the state of a�airs that one (agent, hu-
man user, or agent developer) wants to achieve. In response to wishes, it is
expected that the cognitive neck will reply with.

� Hows (aka plans), that is a proposal for actions (and their ordering) to be
put to work to achieve wishes, expressed as usage of the below mechanisms
and services, possibly in respect of constraints.

� Constraints (aka safety and liveness rules). These can be expressed from the
upper to the lower levels as speci�c instructions on how plans should be
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built, but also be communicated from the lower to the upper levels, if such
constraints emerge during the building of plans.

� Whys (aka explanations), mostly for letting the lower levels motivate (when-
ever needed) the responses provided to the upper levels, e.g., in the form of
causal models [32,28]. However, in some cases, whys can be used to let the
upper levels motivate their requests to guide/in�uence the behaviour of the
lower levels.

� Whats (aka facts or beliefs). Through the cognitive neck, knowledge can
transit (typically on request) to the upper level about things known at the
lower level. However, one could also think of knowledge transiting from the
upper to the lower level to in�uence its behaviour.

It is worth emphasising that the cognitive hourglass can also play an important
role in enabling multi-agent communication and the involvement of agents in in-
teraction and negotiation protocols. Indeed, cognitive approaches to multi-agent
interactions assume that messages exchanged in the context of a distributed
decision-making process have cognitive context [40,22], and are aimed at trans-
ferring knowledge, informing about plans or desires, or proposing courses of
action. Again, although tools for developing MAS with LLM-based agents are
being proposed [52,55], interactions between agents are limited to prompting
conversations and do not account for the speci�c cognitive meaning of messages.

4 Towards an Integrated Framework

The cognitive hourglass can be a suitable methodological and practical frame-
work for the engineering of agent-based systems, a�ecting both design-time sce-
narios (Fig. 2, left), involving developers and engineers, and run-time ones, in-
volving users and application agents (Fig. 2, right).

At design time, the cognitive hourglass can support developers and engi-
neers in conceiving agent-based architectures that are instrumented to adopt
high-level Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) methodologies [17] and
possibly Agent-Oriented Programming (AOP) languages [5] designed upon the
abstractions de�ned in the cognitive neck. Some existing AOSE methodologies
such as TROPOS [8] and the more recent TDF [13] naturally �t in the pic-
ture. According to this design-time view, it is interesting to devise � as future
research directions � new agent architectures conceived to be compatible with
the cognitive neck, eventually integrating di�erent approaches and technologies.
An example is generative BDI architectures, as agent architectures based on the
BDI model and reasoning cycle, but integrating generative AI technologies in
key steps of the cycle.

The cognitive hourglass could also a�ect the overall process of developing
agents and MAS, in particular learning-based processes. Learning and machine
learning techniques � Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Deep RL in particular
� are increasingly adopted as reference approaches to develop agents in various
domains. In recent works, learning becomes a core ingredient of novel engineer-
ing processes based on self-development [23,50], and of adopting developmen-
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Fig. 2. The Cognitive Hourglass at design-time (left) and at run-time (right). At design-
time, abstractions in the neck enable to build upper layer tools and systems uniformly,
regardless of the ones at the lower layer. At run-time, through the neck, humans and
software agents can exploit cognitive abstractions to empower themselves, inspect, and
coordinate.

tal learning methods that make agent/MAS engineering similar to an education
process [37]. Given the hourglass, the high-level learning-based development pro-
cesses adopted to �grow up� agents or re�ne their skills (top) should be based on
concepts de�ned in the cognitive neck, allowing to frame, at the proper level of
abstraction, the speci�c learning techniques and technologies adopted (bottom).

At run-time, the cognitive neck could serve as a practical software tool for
enabling users and agents to access a suite of cognitive services. On the one hand,
human users can exploit the cognitive neck to interface with the world of existing
agent-based systems and tools. Regardless of the speci�c technology and imple-
mentation, the cognitive neck makes sure that the features of the lower layers
will be made available in the form of cognitive and human-understandable con-
cepts. On the other hand, agents developed to serve in speci�c applications and
systems will be able to exploit the cognitive neck as a run-time tool to empower
their capabilities, for example by dynamically accessing services (agent/LLM-
based but not necessarily) to request planning or general information. However,
as anticipated in the previous section, the cognitive neck could also become a
powerful tool for supporting cognitive inter-agent interactions.

For both human and agent users, the cognitive abstraction level of the neck
makes it possible to instrument tools that can make the behaviour of the lower
levels transparent and explainable. In other words, the cognitive neck could ex-
plicitly de�ne the conceptual interface upon which explainability tools can be
designed and exploited. This deeply relates to the scienti�c viewpoint: the cog-
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nitive neck enables a principled understanding of the working mechanisms and
usage patterns of what is below the neck, similarly to the layered understand-
ing scientists have of biological, chemical, and physical systems (reductionism,
not eliminativism!). But run-time usage of the cognitive neck is not limited to
understanding of lower level mechanisms and technologies, as it can be used to
compose and govern them so as to obtain the desired behaviour. While doing
so, the added value is that agents do not need to switch to reason in terms of
prompting, API calls, and similar low-level technical details, but can exploit the
cognitive neck abstractions to carry out activities at the most suitable level of
abstraction�for them, and for human supervisors.

In all these scenarios the cognitive neck plays the role of an abstraction gate,
allowing for the development and integration of di�erent kinds of heterogeneous
technologies at the bottom, and the development of proper tools that would
allow humans � users, domain experts, engineers � and agents as well to have a
full understanding and control of the system.

5 Conclusions and Open Challenges

In this article, we motivated why cognitive abstractions and concepts (from Allen
Newell's Knowledge Level to Castelfranchi's work on autonomous goal-directed
behaviour) should play a primary role in agent systems engineering. Even, and
especially, in the presence of the recent LLMs-enabled agent tools, cognitive
abstractions have to constitute the narrow neck of a �cognitive hourglass�. That is
a level of abstraction useful for humans to understand/design/control agents and
MAS, regardless of the speci�c AI technologies adopted at the implementation
level and of the speci�c application context. Yet, for the cognitive hourglass to
become a practical and usable tool, there are several key challenges to be faced.

First, the concepts and principles inside the cognitive neck must be identi�ed,
to make it both a usable conceptual tool for developers and a software service
layer for agents. This includes the possibility of exploiting the cognitive neck to
support �exible interactions in multi-agent systems. Second, proper mappings
must be developed that � despite the abstraction gate � allow exploitation of the
capabilities provided by the bottom/enabling levels while preserving the prop-
erty of being �human-compatible��both for users and engineers. Considering the
multiple dimensions that are important in the case of MAS � such as the social
and organisational dimensions [15], and the environment dimension as well [48] �
also demands further studies. Finally, proper forms of integration between cogni-
tive agents and generative AI should be identi�ed. Some relevant e�orts in that
direction can already be found: [20] explores the use of language models as a
source of task knowledge in cognitive agents/systems; [41] proposes a systematic
framework called Cognitive Architectures for Language Agents (CoALA), use-
ful for both organizing existing literature on generative agents and identifying
directions towards more capable agents, including features as found in cognitive
agents and architectures.
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